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INTRODUCTION
Abbreviated from decentralized ﬁnancing, DeFi is an umbrella term for a
variety of applications and projects within the blockchain space, aimed at disrupting
the world of traditional ﬁnance. Inspired by blockchain technology, DeFi is called
ﬁnancial applications built on
blockchain technologies, based on secure distributed ledgers similar to those used
by cryptocurrencies. The system removes the control banks and institutions have
on money, ﬁnancial products, and ﬁnancial services. Some of the main DeFi goals
are reducing the time of transactions and increased ease of access to ﬁnancial
services.
DeFi is designed to use cryptocurrency for transactions. The technology is
still developing, so it is diﬃcult to determine precisely how existing cryptocurrencies
will be implemented, if at
all. Much of the concept revolves around stablecoin, a cryptocurrency backed by an
entity or pegged to ﬁat currency like the dollar.
In a decentralized world of cryptocurrencies, it’s just normal, and fair, that
Exchanges are decentralized as well. That’s why, anyone, nowadays, can launch
any project and simply list it with Exchanges. This is called a token launch.

If you've ever participated in a DeFi token launch, you're probably aware that early buyers
can make a lot of money. Because of the buy pressure that a well-publicized launch produces,
prices can jump to tens or hundreds of percent above launch price in minutes. Obviously, the
earlier you arrive, the better your chances of receiving a good deal. However, sitting by your
computer, ready to place an order as soon as trading begins, will only get you so far. Your reaction
time, internet speeds, and mis-clicks ultimately hold you back. We automate the entire process
of getting a buy in as early as possible.
Our team has developed a multi-chain trading platform with unrivaled features that will
level the playing ﬁeld for common investors in the DeFi market.
In the frequently cutthroat economy of Decentralized Finance, the ordinary investor faces
various diﬃculties. These include a lack of early information about new projects, insuﬃcient data
on the safety of investing in tokens at an early stage, the inability to monitor investments 24
hours a day, seven days a week to protect against rug pulls, and a lack of investment tools that
successfully compete with professional snipers and crypto whales. We aim to break down these
obstacles by providing a suite of integrated trading services to our users, allowing them to make
faster, safer, and smarter trades, increasing their chances of proﬁt.
We are an experienced team of professionals dedicated to changing the way DeFi is done,
undoing the damage brought across diverse blockchain ecosystems by dishonest developers, and
restoring investor conﬁdence in decentralized ﬁnance.
The envisioned trading platform is being built to provide cross-chain services, with the
goal of leveling the playing ﬁeld for all decentralized ﬁnance players. It has features that protect
investors and equip them to trade more intelligently, with greater market awareness.
Because of the fast loss of trust in the DeFi space, we decided to create a platform that
would allow all investors to use the same investment tools.

TradersClub.App will provide access to the following tools:
1. The BULLET SNIPER – for a fast and safe entry or exit
2. Telegram bot for scraping launches
3. The Wallet Guardian – keep your assets safe from rug pulls of any kind
4. Trading Platform – trade with lowest fees and have access to buy/sell orders(just
like trading on a CEX)
5. Copy trades – similar to CEXes or other trading platforms
6 Untraceable trades – for those that want to make sure bots can’t copy
7. Alerts
8. AnonFinance – loose trace of a wallet’s funds
9. Launchpad – fair or stealth
10. NODES Platform – passive income system for BULLET holders

The BULLET Sniper

Investors that hold a speciﬁed amount of tokens will be granted access to the
BULLET SNIPER which will place them on par with the best snipers in business.
Based on the volume of the holdings, multiple functions will be enabled within the
Sniper’s utilities, such as:
Ÿ honey pot checker – a great tool that won’t allow users to jump
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

into a honeypot at launch
true mempool sniping, either we talk about added liquidity or
other functions enabling the contracts
rug pull protections, that keep your assets safe
autoselling options, with huge ways of creating rules, from
simple take proﬁts or cut loss, to future price drop predictions
auto detection of absurd fees or blacklisted blocks
frontrunning of diﬀerent mempool events, and much more…

And that, without
ever asking for
your private key!

To facilitate token trading on a pair, the team will typically add liquidity to the
pool at a predetermined time, which is commonly referred to as a “launch.”
The Sniper waits for this transaction to be published to the blockchain before
placing a buy order in the same block with the launch, usually before any manual
buys have a chance. The user, than, can sell at a time that is convenient for their
trading plan.
It performs instant analysis of the contract code for every token as soon as it's
deployed in the blockchain network, even before it's available for trading on an AMM
like Uniswap or Pancakeswap, by reverse engineering the target token's Solidity
bytecode, so investors don't have to wait for the contract owner to publish the source
code.
Other data points include:
Ÿ the balance in the owner’s wallet,
Ÿ transaction tax for buy & sell orders (identify potential honeypot tokens before they

are launched),
Ÿ slippage required for successfully executing token transactions
Ÿ max transaction limits imposed by the contract creator for various reasons, including

anti-whale measures,
Ÿ max wallet size permitted by the target token contract
Ÿ contract functions identifying when its owner adds liquidity and permits token trading.
Ÿ the number of dead blocks at launch, identifying the ﬁrst safe block for trading.

TELEGRAM BOT
This is a special designed addon for the sniper, that enables users to buy a
token once it is mentioned on Telegram. The technique is known as Telegram
Scraping. Once the sniper buys the token, all the other functionalities are instantly
available, just like on mempool sniping!

THE WALLET GUARDIAN

And that, without
ever asking for
your private key!

Not all your assets are safe coins or tokens! Some of
them are shitcoins, or fresh launched tokens. It’s well
known that some might be subject to scam. Why not
keep them safe?
Our built-in mechanism of the App, oﬀers users the
option to guard their assets.
In case a scammer tries to rip you oﬀ, our App dodges
their intentions.

Here are some scam examples explained:
Honeypot

Rug pull

Scammer launches a token that allows people to
purchase but not sell, either immediately (aka
an instant honeypot) or some time after trading
begins (aka a delayed honeypot). After the
honeypot has run long enough, the scammer uses
one of several techniques to drain the chosen
currency from the liquidity pool, usually by swapping
the LP tokens, minting more tokens then selling, or
perhaps calling a custom function in the smart
contract to transfer investor or even
liquidity pool balances to themselves (aka a Balance
Swapper).

Scammer launches a token, than adds initial liquidity,
and waits for people to purchase the token.
Once the scammer is satisﬁed with the amount
gathered within the pool, they remove/pull out
liquidity, leaving innocent investors holding a
worthless token.
Some suggest to wait for liquidity to be locked, but
modern scammers use diﬀerent techniques to
fool honest investors, even slow rugging. Some, are
described bellow.

Balance Drainer

Hidden Mint Function

This is one of the most dangerous scam techniques!
The scammer adds a custom function to the smart
contract that transfers holder balances to an address
the scammer controls. It is
used/enabled at the scammers wish, or automatically
from the smart contract! The scammer can simply sell
any amount from the wallet he wants, draining the
pool slowly or simply by droping it all.

Scammer adds a function to the smart contract that
mints an amount of additional tokens, usually
over the current total supply. The scammer than
dumps that amount into the pool, leaving the
investors with a token without value.

TRADING PLATFORM
If you’re only getting started, we suggest only using a small amount of
investment, to get used to the features. You’llsimply need to connect your wallet, and
pre-approve any tokens you’ll be swapping.
You will beneﬁt of the lowest taxes available in the market, will have the option
to place buy or sell orders, just like on any CEX but the most important fact is, that
you won’t miss anymore entries or exits with this tool!
Also, you will ﬁnd other very useful tools within the trading platform. Some of
them are described bellow.

COPY TRADES
Many inﬂuencers have decided to start trading themselves. A lot of other
professional traders already share their trades and portofolio!
What if they decide to share their trades? And what if you are able to copy
them, and let them work for your wallet? Of course, in both interest, as you will share
a fee, or a percentage of your win when you close the deals

UNTRACEABLE TRADE
One of the issues that inﬂuencers or traders have, is frontrunning bots! They
face themselves forced to see themselves outrun by bots, so their buy price
increases a lot, or even worse, their trades fail, while using low slippage.
Now, we provide them o solution. But you may have it as well. You can now
trade without being frontruned!

ALERTS/CALENDAR EVENTS
How many times have you missed launches? Or other important events like
IDOs, private ales or presales?
With our tool, you will be able to organize you time and space more eﬃcient!
You will be able to plan even your snipes and be alerted!

ANONFINANCE
Let’s face it! We are all here because of ﬁnancial freedom. And that means
anonymity! But still, sometimes wallets are easy to trace!
Still, we provide you a solution so that your funds are withdrawn without a
trace. You’ll have your own fresh funds!

LAUNCHPAD
Scams and scammers have ruined this ecosystem! But we all think it’s
enough! NOW, you all have a tool to compete with others while talking about
launches. But now, we will provide you a safe environment in you wish to launch your
projects. This also adds the community exposure,
that comes like a huge beneﬁt as market exposure!
Of course we will recommend KYC and Audits with us, but feel free, and
understand that even without those, a project that is launched through our platform
won’t be able to rug!
Dishonest devs or teams will never launch their projects with us!

TOKENOMICS

Private Sale
Presale
Liquidity
Unlocked
Marketing
Additional Liquidity,
CEX listing Tokens
Burned

167,000,000.00
141,750,000.00
81,000,000.00
50,150,000.00
29,700,000.00
330,000,000.00
200,000,000.00

Good to know:
The BULLET Taxes mechanism
1st Hour: 7% Buy TAX and 25% Sell TAX
2nd Hour: 7% Buy TAX and 20% Sell TAX
FINAL: 10% Buy TAX and 10% Sell TAX

ROADMAP

Q4 - 2021
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Development start
Sniper Testing
Anti HP & Rugpull
development
Additional functions
development
Starting the App
development
Design, UI&UX
Microservices

Q1 - 2022
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Q3 - 2022
Untraceable trades
Swap integration
Financial anonymity
The Launchpad
Stealth launch
platform
Ÿ Telegram bots
Ÿ Market prediction
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Token Concept
Whitepaper
Website launch
Beta App Reveal
Snipe Platform reveal
Telegram buy
Private sale launch
Beta App Launch
Initial marketing start

Q4 - 2022
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

iOS and Android
launch
Swap2.0
MultiSignature Wallets
Alerts integration with
all Calendar systems
API development
The Bullet Website
Fiat purchase

Q2 - 2022
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Presale launch
Token Launch
App Launch
Limit Buy/Sell
Advanced Scraper
Copy trades
Alerts system
Private Sale System
Referral system

Q1 - 2023
Ÿ ....
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Havewww.tradersclub.app
a nice day!

